Date: 9/2/2021

To: General Studies Council

From: Literacy & Critical Inquiry Subcommittee

Emily Mertz
Sarah Florini
Brent Scholar, Chair

Re: Recommendations for Course Proposals for Literacy (L) designation

Course Recommendations

Approve for L designation:

From ASU:

EXW 426: Exercise for Neuromuscular Conditions
This is good and we recommend having two syllabi, one for UG and one for Graduate. Having the other information could freak a student out.

From MCCCD: N/A

Revise and Resubmit for L designation:

From ASU: N/A

CDE 450: Child Dysfunction in the Family
The assignments sound good, there are some technicalities that need to be updated. Please add the writing prerequisite of ENG 101.105, or 107.

In terms of C-4 there needs to be some indication of the depth and quality of the assignment. This could be done by adding a minimum page requirement to the assignments, such as 5-pages.

In terms of C-5, there needs to be some indication of when students will receive their feedback. For example, within seven-days of the due date.

Friendly note to update syllabus language from DRC to SAILS.

From MCCCD: N/A

Deny for L designation:
From ASU: N/A

From MCCCD: N/A